ISOC SW Update

- SW release 1.3 dev complete – acceptance testing begun
  - basic logging, EU conversions, limit checking, basic trending

- Bryson continued work with Anders and Warren to make sure the scripts that deliver data from the MCR to the SVAC pipeline are doing the right things...

- ISOC Review held
  - focussed on ISOC plans and SLAC resources needed
  - [http://www-glast.slac.stanford.edu/LAT-Details/ISOC/ISOCReview2_15_06.htm](http://www-glast.slac.stanford.edu/LAT-Details/ISOC/ISOCReview2_15_06.htm)

- Schedule
  - Feb 22: SW release 1.3 testing complete
  - Mar 16-17: Mission Operations Review
  - April: engin test
    - automatically generate LS-002 & LS-005 from L0
    - send to GSSC
  - July 25-26: GRT5
    - automatically generate (some) science data products from L0
    - create samples of the rest
    - send all to GSSC
  - Aug 1-2: ETE1 (End-to-End test #1)
  - Oct 17-18: GRT6 (lights-out operation, contingencies, failover tests)
  - Nov 15: ETE2
  - Dec 12-14: GRT7 (final GRT = regression testing)